Emeriti Awards, UCLA, 2019

Dickson Award:  
http://newsroom.ucla.edu/dept/faculty/20182019-edward-a-dickson-emeritus-professorship-award-recipients-named  
UCLA’s Richard Abel, Ivan Berend and Dr. James Cherry have each been selected to receive the 2018–2019 Edward A. Dickson emeritus professorship award to honor their outstanding research, scholarly work, teaching and service performed by an emeritus or emerita professor since retirement...

Goldberg Award:  
http://newsroom.ucla.edu/dept/faculty/rinaldo-canalis-receives-carole-e-goldberg-emeriti-service-award  
Dr. Rinaldo Canalis, distinguished professor emeritus of head and neck surgery in the David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA, received the Carole E. Goldberg Emeriti Service Award from the UCLA Emeriti Association...